Learning Hub 2018-19
The Learning Hub is central to the Back to Practice model and is at the heart of the safeguarding partnership’s work on multi-agency practice.
The Learning Hub is made up of nominated members who attend a set of events relating to one of the safeguarding partnership’s priorities
and who have tasks to complete between these events to progress the Hub’s work.
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Introductions
Revisiting the learning model: sign-up, commitment and oversight
Scoping current issues and challenges in system
Presenting the delivery plan – first phase knowledge
(impact measures/hope for future change, data, research, guidance)
• What do we need to know more about?
• Set up plans for audits and feedback events and agree any other next steps

Priority 1

• Feedback events for children, young people and families
• Feedback events for practitioners

• Revisit the delivery plan – learning and
change phase
• Hub does the final analysis and identifies
the actions and recommendations to take
forward
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Priority 2

• Feedback events for children, young people and families
• Feedback events for practitioners

• Revisit the delivery plan – learning and
change phase
• Hub does the final analysis
and identifies the actions and
recommendations to take forward

Reduce the number of children and young
people missing from home or care including
those subjected to criminal and sexual
exploitation

Respond effectively to the mental ill health
of parents so they are supported to give
their children the best start
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Priority 3
Get basic child protection right

• Revisit the delivery plan – learning and change phase
• Hub does the final analysis and identifies the actions and recommendations to take forward

